
Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 3

Monday 27th April – Additional activity: Spelling

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Predicting 

Materials needed: 
 Fiction reader book
 Workbook

Mini-lesson: 
1. The students will need to use a fiction reader they

haven’t read before for this task.
2. Predictions are educated guesses on what is going

to happen in a text.

Independent task: 
3. Make a prediction about what your story is going

to be about, using the title and front cover of the
book.

4. Write your prediction down in your workbook: “I

predict this book is about…”
5. Read the text.
6. Finish this sentence in your workbook:  “My

predictions were right/wrong because…”

Extension activity: 
7. For additional ideas or activities check out Miss

Craig’s Classroom’s video on Predicting:
Lesson 1 - https://tinyurl.com/y97kh38t

Topic: Making a “Things I want” list 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 Coloured textas or pencils

Mini-lesson: 
1. Make a list about things you wish you had in your

life. Try and get around 10-15 objects in your list.
For example, a pet dog, a Nintendo or a car.

2. What you include in your list you need to be able
to convince someone that you really need that
object in your life.

Independent task: 
3. Draw a heart. Fill your heart with all the things

you wish you had.
4. There must be at least 10 things in your heart –

they are your
‘writing
seeds’. You
will use them
throughout
the next 2
weeks. Draw
and then
colour later.
Example:

Topic: Subtraction 

Materials needed: 
 YouTube
 Workbook
 Coloured textas or pencils

Mini-lesson: 
1. Discuss with your child what they know about

subtraction. What different words do you and they
know for the word subtraction. E.g. take away,
minus, find the difference.

2. Please watch ‘Math Vocabulary Words for Addition
and Subtraction!’ from 2:00 to 3:19 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=960iC_pAwOQ

Independent Task: 
3. Students can then

create their own poster
about different
subtraction words.
Example given:

Extension activity: 
4. Students write the

definition of
subtraction and
complete subtraction
pre-test on Essential
Assessment.

https://tinyurl.com/y97kh38t
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=960iC_pAwOQ


STUDENT SOUND BOXES SHEET.  MONDAY 27th April Year 2/3 SPELLING Term Two Week 3: Our focus is the diagraph ‘ai’ that says ‘A’.

Read the words with your child. Ask ‘What sounds do you hear? Use fingers to show the sounds. Eg   aim would be 2 sounds A and m. Put the word in a sentence or ask the 
child to put the word into a sentence. EG: I aim to get all my words right. 

 The children need to choose 8 words from the list to write in the box below and to learn how to spell them during the week. Break the word into the sound boxes. See the 
example below. (We have included a sheet with the words broken up into the sound boxes for you.) 

 The other sheet can be used to practise their spelling during the week. (It is the sheet that we usually send home.)  

Other things the children could do to practise their words is to write them in colours, spell them out loud, type them on the computer, write them on the footpath, make 
them with magnetic letters, write the words in sentences or make a word search. You could test them on their words on Friday as a spelling test. 

Spelling words Write the sounds in the sound boxes. I box for each sound. So a diagraph has 2 letters written in the same box and a trigraph 3 letters 

complain c o m p l ai n 



SMART Spelling  www.michellehutchison.com.au 

 PARENT sound boxes explained     Date:    T2 Week 3     Name: 
 Focus: digraph /ai/ as in snail    sound ‘A’

Sound boxes to break the words up 

Red Spelling Words 

aim ai m 
pain p ai n 
nail n ai l 
sail s ai l 
rain r ai n 
snail s n ai l 

Orange Spelling Words 

fail f ai l 
paint p ai n t 
train t r ai n 
chain ch ai n 
waist w ai s t 
braid b r ai d 

Green Spelling Words 

training t r ai n i ng 
trainer t r ai n er 
afraid a f r ai d 
painful p ai n f u l 

 entertain e n t er t ai n 
complain c o m p l ai n 

   BOB Words 



SMART Spelling  www.michellehutchison.com.au 

 Weekly Spelling Practise Sheet  Y2/3   Date: T2 Week 3    Name: 
 Focus: digraph /ai/ as in snail    sound ‘A’
Say the word,  
write the word 

Monday 
Choose 8 words 

Tuesday 
Say and write 

Wednesday 
Say and write 

Thursday 
Say and write 

Red Spelling Words 

aim 

pain 

nail 

sail 

pain 

snail 
Orange Spelling Words 

fail 

paint 

train 

chain 

waist 

braid 
Green Spelling Words 

training 

trainer 

afraid 

painful 

entertain 

complain 
   BOB Words 



Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 3

Tuesday 28th April – Additional activity: Physical activity (Cosmic Yoga or The Body Coach TV [Kids Workouts To Do At Home] on YouTube)

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Predicting 

Materials needed: 
 Fiction reader
 Workbook

Mini-lessons: 
1. The students will need to use a book they haven’t

read before for this task.
2. Discuss what predictions are (educated guesses on

what will happen in a text) and review prediction
made yesterday.

Independent task: 
3. Make predictions on a new text while completing

a chart like this in your workbook:

Text Title: 

1. Before I
started
reading I
predicted...

2. During
reading I
predicted...

3. After reading,
I believe my
predictions
were
right/wrong
because...

Student to 
fill in 

Student to fill 
in 

Student to fill 
in 

Extension activity: 
4. For additional ideas or activities check out Miss

Craig’s Classroom’s video on Predicting:
Lesson 2 - https://tinyurl.com/yd3e2wfe

Topic: Persuasive writing 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 Heart map from Monday

Mini-lesson: 
1. Students pick their first ‘writing seed’ from their

heart map from Monday.
2. Get student to pick one thing from the heart and

talk about why they think they need it (the
reasons).

Independent task: 
3. Have students write you a letter, detailing the

reasons why they need this first object/thing. Aim
for at least 2 reasons today.

4. Look for clear handwriting with a line in between
each reason.

5. For example:

I deserve a new iPad because I am 
always on my best behaviour. I never 
disobey you. I am a very good girl. 

If I had a new iPad I would use it for 
study and for play. I would do all my 
assignments and projects on it. I need it. 
I won’t be able to do work without it. 

Topic: Subtraction 

Materials needed: 
 Workbook
 ‘Column Subtraction (No Exchanging)’

worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
1. Talk with your child about how sometimes we

can write small subtractions horizontally. But
when subtracting bigger numbers sometimes
it’s easier to write the sum vertically.

2. Together, complete the first 5 equations on the
‘Column Subtraction (No Exchanging)’
Worksheet. Remember to work from right to
left.

Independent Task: 
3. Complete the rest of the worksheet

independently.

Extension activity: 
4. Try subtracting a smaller 3-digit number from a

larger 3-digit number by making up your own
equations.

5. The bottom digit has to be
smaller than the top digit. For
example, in this equation, all
digits on the bottom line are
smaller than the digit on top of it.

https://tinyurl.com/yd3e2wfe


Column Subtraction (No Exchanging)
a. b. c. d. e.

3 3 2 5 1 6 2 7 2 9
- 1 1 - 1 3 - 1 0 - 1 6 - 1 2

f. g. h. i. j.

2 6 3 2 2 9 4 2 2 7
- 1 3 - 2 0 - 1 4 - 1 2 - 2 3

k. l. m. n. o.

2 7 3 8 4 8 3 3 3 9
- 1 2 - 2 7 - 3 6 - 1 3 - 2 1

p. q. r. s. t.

4 6 5 8 6 3 7 6 5 9
- 2 2 - 2 5 - 3 1 - 5 5 - 3 7

u. v. w. x. y.

8 4 7 6 6 7 5 8 8 5
- 6 0 - 4 5 - 4 4 - 3 6 - 5 2

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 4



Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 3

Wednesday 29th April – Additional activity: Wellbeing
Reading Writing Maths

Topic: Summarising 

Materials needed: 
• Fiction reader
• Workbook

Mini-lesson: Summarising is not a retell. We only want 
to know the important events from a story. This chart 
can help: 

Independent task:   
Read a fiction book and then complete a 5 point 
summary like above (somebody, wanted, but, so & 
then). You can do this verbally or write it down. 

Topic: Sentences 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 YouTube

 Coloured Textas
or pencils.

Mini-lesson: 
1. Simple sentences are

short, basic sentences
with no conjunction
word (and, but, so,
because). E.g. I love
my dog.

2. Compound sentences
are two sentences
joined by a
conjunction (and, but, so, because) to make a
longer sentence. E.g. ‘I love my dog because he
always cuddles up next to me.’

3. Watch ‘Simple, Compound and Complex
Sentences’ to 1:35 minutes:
https://tinyurl.com/ybsfx8vz

Independent task: 
4. Write simple sentences and then join them with a

conjunction to make them compound sentences.
For example:
I like pasta. I like ice-cream.
This becomes: I like pasta and I like ice-cream.

Topic: Subtraction 

Materials needed: 
 YouTube
 Workbook
 Column Subtraction (With Exchanging)

worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
1. Discuss with your child what

happens when you begin working
out subtraction equations and
the bottom digit is bigger than
the top digit when
subtracting.  For example, in this
equation 3 is smaller than 7.

2. How can we work this out? What will have to have
to do to the numbers?

3. Watch ‘How to Borrow in Subtraction! For Kids!’:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugmE47qWofc
4. Together, complete the first 5 equations of

‘Column Subtraction (With Exchanging)’
worksheet.

Independent Task: 
5. Complete the rest of the worksheet.

https://tinyurl.com/ybsfx8vz
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugmE47qWofc


Column Subtraction (With Exchanging)
a. b. c. d. e.

2 3 2 6 2 2 3 8 2 1
- 1 7 - 1 9 - 1 6 - 2 9 - 1 3

f. g. h. i. j.

3 3 4 4 4 7 3 8 4 1
- 1 5 - 2 7 - 1 8 - 1 9 - 2 6

k. l. m. n. o.

4 5 4 0 4 1 5 6 5 2
- 2 9 - 2 8 - 1 7 - 3 7 - 3 8

p. q. r. s. t.

5 0 5 6 6 2 6 1 5 7
- 2 7 - 1 8 - 3 5 - 2 6 - 2 9

u. v. w. x. y.

7 1 6 2 6 6 8 5 7 5
- 4 3 - 3 8 - 3 9 - 4 8 - 4 6

visit twinkl.comPage 3 of 4



How Can You Be Kind to Yourself?

Eat healthily.

Be p
osi

tive
.

Get enough sleep.

Be brave.

Take time to relax 
and have fun.

Drink plenty 

of water.

Choos
e ki

nd  

frie
nds.

Make good choices.

Try something 
new.

Remember 

to laugh.

We often think about how we can be kind to others and what effect our behaviour has on other people. 

Have you ever thought about how you can be kind to yourself? Using the hearts below,  
write your own ideas about how you can be kind to yourself. Some ideas have been given to start you off. 

Once you have recorded these ideas, start to think about how you can carry out these ideas to be kind to yourself. 

visit twinkl.com



Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 3

Thursday 30th April – Additional activity: Art

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Summarising 

Materials needed: 
• Fiction reader
• Workbook
• Coloured textas or pencils

Mini-lesson: 
1. Together, create a poster that explains what a

summary is. Your poster must have the 5 key
words: Somebody, Wanted, But, So & Then.
This is an example:

Independent task: 
2. Read a fiction (made up) book then complete

summary like above (somebody, wanted, but, so &
then). You can do this verbally or write it down.

Topic: Sentences 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 Red and green pencil or texta

Mini-lesson: 
1. Review what simple and compound sentences are.

Simple: Short, basic sentence.
Compound: Two sentences combined by a
conjunction word (words like and, but, because &
or).

Independent task: 
2. Look back over your work from Tuesday.
3. Go through and underline each simple sentence in

green and each compound sentence in red.
4. For example:

I deserve a new iPad because I am 
always on my best behaviour. I never 
disobey you. I am a very good girl. 

If I had a new iPad I would use it for 
study and for play. I would do all my 
assignments and projects on it. I need it. 
I won’t be able to do work without it. 

Topic: Subtraction 

Materials needed: 
1. Workbook
2. ‘Subtracting 2-digit numbers, with regrouping’

worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
3. If needed, re-watch ‘How to Borrow in

Subtraction! For Kids!’:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugmE47qWofc 
4. Practise completing some subtraction problems

together, paying particular focus to correct
borrowing:

Independent Task: 
5. Complete ‘Subtracting 2-digit numbers, with

regrouping’ worksheet

Extension Activity: 
6. Try subtracting hundreds or thousands numbers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugmE47qWofc


Online reading & math for K-5 www.k5learning.com

Subtracting 2-digit numbers, with regrouping
Grade 2 Subtraction Worksheet

Find the difference.

1. 35
17-

2. 24
15-

3. 98
19-

4. 76
67-

5. 33
25-

6. 22
14-

7. 36
27-

8. 24
17-

9. 82
25-

10. 25
17-

11. 93
58-

12. 28
19-



Art 

Week 3    

P-6 

 
Title:  Leaf Art - Animals. 
 
Equipment:                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Leaves 
Paper 
Textas/fine point liners/pencils                                                                                                                 
Glue stick or P.V.A 
Any extras you have and want to use eg. Joggle eyes/stickers etc.                                                                                         
 
 
Link/Instructions:  
 
 Animals made from tree leaves.  
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBDhyukfooo 
 
Make a collection of leaves. Try to find lots of different shapes, sizes and colours.                                                                                                                                                                         
Look at the shapes and see if they remind you of any animals or creatures.                                                                                                                                                                      
Would that leaf make a good fish shape? Does it look a bit like a bird? Maybe it looks like the start of a butterfly?    
When you have worked out what your picture will be about, start gluing your leaves on the paper.                                                                                                                        
Then add details and/or scenery around your leaf animals.  
If you are putting details on the actual leaves, fine point liners and textas will work on some leaves. Try some. Why do they work on some and not others?                                                                                                       
If you are adding details on the paper you could also use pencils.   
Some examples of details you might want to include, feather patterns, tails, eyes, stripes, scales, ears, legs, antenna. It all depends on what animals you are doing.  
You can do individual animals and creatures or you can build up a whole scene around one idea. For example, Under the Sea.                                                                                                      
Use your imagination and come up with your own ideas. Happy creating! 
 
         
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBDhyukfooo


Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 3

Friday 1st May – Additional activity: Science

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Summarising 

Materials needed: 
• Workbook
• Fiction reader
• Paper

Mini-lesson: 
1. Look at the summarising poster you made

yesterday and discuss.

Independent task: 
2. Create a flip book using paper, that has 5 flaps for

the corresponding 5 words (somebody, wanted,
but, so, then). This is an example of a flip book.

3. Fold a piece of paper in half and make 5 cuts into
one half of the paper to give you 5 tabs. Title each
tab with your 5 key summarising words.

4. Read a fiction book and then complete a 5 point
summary using a flip chart. Stick into your
workbook.

Topic: Sentences 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 Red and green pencil

Mini-lesson: 
1. Students will pick a different item from their heart

map.
2. Talk about why they think they need it.

Independent task: 
3. Have students write you a letter, detailing the

reasons why they need this first object/thing. Aim
for at least 3 reasons today.

4. Look for clear handwriting with a line in between
each reason. Aim for one more compound
sentence than yesterday.

5. After they have finished, have them go through
and underline their simple sentences in green and
their compound sentences in red. For example:

I need a new bed because my old one is 
too small for me now. I can’t sleep at 
night because it is too uncomfortable. I am 
too big for it. Help! 

Topic: Subtraction 

Materials needed: 
 Workbook
 ‘Subtracting 2-digit numbers, with regrouping

#2’ worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
1. If needed, re-watch ‘How to Borrow in

Subtraction! For Kids!’:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugmE47qWofc 
2. Practise completing some subtraction problems

together, paying particular focus to correct
borrowing:

Independent Task: 
3. Complete ‘Subtracting 2-digit numbers, with

regrouping #2’ worksheet.

Extension Activity: 
4. Try subtracting hundreds or thousands numbers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ugmE47qWofc


Online reading & math for K-5 www.k5learning.com

Subtracting 2-digit numbers, with regrouping (2)
Grade 2 Subtraction Worksheet

Find the difference.

1. 37
18-

2. 76
39-

3. 86
58-

4. 97
78-

5. 21
12-

6. 56
39-

7. 41
32-

8. 21
15-

9. 23
14-

10. 43
15-

11. 66
19-

12. 38
19-



Term 2 Week 3 - Friday 1st May  PREP – Grade 6 SCIENCE 
Do one or more of the activities below; depending what materials you have at home or the age of your children. 
The children could work together as a team or they could make their own and compare their designs. 

1. Build your bridge with your chosen materials.
2. Take 1 or 2 photos as you build your structure.
3. Test your structure: Put a small item on your bridge to test its strength: Try a matchbox car, a coin, a pencil or

another light item. Take a photo or draw what happened.
4. Increase the load on your structure:

Keep adding items one at a time. Will your bridge hold 2 cars or 5 coins? Etc.  Take a photo or draw.
5. Extra option: Try different designs: Which one was the strongest?
6. Write a report about your bridge.

What did you do? How did you test it? What worked? What would you change?
Expectations: Prep/Ones: one sentence. Two/Threes/ Fours: at least one paragraph. Five/Sixes: Two or more
paragraphs. Parents may scribe for the Preps.

7. Send your work to your teacher.

Ideas 

Make a bridge. Choose one of the following set of materials to make a bridge. 
1. LEGO.

Build a bridge using LEGO or blocks.  Test your bridge by putting a matchbox car (or something small) on 
your bridge.  

2. One sheet of A4 paper. The bridge needs to span between two books.
 Watch the video https://youtu.be/CqYGVW2Eu6Y for some ideas.  
Equipment needed: LEGO, A4 paper, match box cars, coins or small items.

Alternative or extra activity: Make a tower. 
Choose one of the following set of materials. 
1. Use LEGO or blocks.
2. Use newspaper and 1 metre of tape.
3. Use spaghetti and marshmallows. (or tape / blutac)
4. Use a pack of cards.
Your tower needs to be free standing (stand up by itself)

1. How tall was your tower?
2. Who made the tallest tower in your

family?
3. Take photos or draw pictures of your

tower.
4. Write about your tower.
What did you do? What worked? What would
you change next time?

https://youtu.be/CqYGVW2Eu6Y


Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 4

Monday 4th May – Additional activity: Spelling

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Questioning 

Materials needed: 
 Workbook
 Coloured textas or pencils

Mini-lesson: 
1. Questioning could also be called ‘wondering’. What does the

student think about when they read? What questions do they
have and what answers are they thinking of?

2. When students write their questions down, it gives us an
insight as to how they are solving problems in their head
while reading.

Independent task: 
3. Create a poster of questions to ask while reading for later in

the week. Pinterest has great ‘Reading Questioning poster’
examples but here is a good one:

Topic: Adjectives 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 ‘My Favourite Animal’ text

Mini-lesson: 
1. Read through ‘My Favourite Animal’ text.
2. Together, highlight all the words used to

describe the butterfly (beautiful, wonderful,
amazing, bright etc.). These words are called
adjectives.

Independent Task: 
3. Pick a new object from your heart map.
4. Write to your parents about why you need

this object.
5. This time though, focus on adding in

adjectives (describing words).
6. After you have finished writing down your 3

reasons, go back through and underline your
adjectives.

7. For example:

I really think I need a new bike. I 
would like it to be shiny and red. A 
fast bike that I could ride around on 
all day. I think I deserve a cool bike.

Topic: Subtraction 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

Mini-lesson: 
1. Demonstrate how equations can be

rearranged using the same numbers. E.g.

4 + 6 = 10 
6 + 4 = 10 
10 - 6 = 4 
10 - 4 = 6. 

20 - 5 = 15 
20 - 15 = 5 
15 + 5 = 20 
5 + 15 = 20 

12 + 6 = 18 
6 + 12 = 18 
18 - 12 = 6 
18 - 6 = 12 

Independent Task: 
2. Create a page full of the examples like the

ones above using these beginning equations:

 5 + 4 = 9

 11 – 3 = 8

 25 + 6 = 31

 60 – 30 = 20

 8 + 15 = 23

 50 – 4 = 46

 100 – 30 = 70

 21 + 25 = 56

Extension Activity:  
Do the same activity but with hundreds or 
thousands numbers.  



STUDENT SOUND BOXES SHEET.  MONDAY 4TH May Year 2/3 SPELLING Term Two Week 4: Our focus is the digraph ‘ur’ that says ‘er’. 

Read the words with your child. Ask ‘What sounds do you hear? Use fingers to show the sounds. Eg   burn would be 3 sounds b, ur  and m. Put the word in a sentence or ask 
the child to put the word into a sentence. EG: Don’t burn the toast. 

 The children need to choose 8 words from the list to write in the box below and to learn how to spell them during the week. Break the word into the sound boxes. See the 
example below. (We have included a sheet with the words broken up into the sound boxes for you.) 

 The other sheet can be used to practise their spelling during the week. (It is the sheet that we usually send home.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other things the children could do to practise their words is to write them in colours, spell them out loud, type them on the computer, write them on the footpath, make 
them with magnetic letters, write the words in sentences or make a word search. . You could test them on their words on Friday as a spelling test. 

 

Spelling words Write the sounds in the sound boxes. I box for each sound. So a diagraph has 2 letters written in the same box and a trigraph 3 letters 

furniture f ur n i t ure      
            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            



SMART Spelling                                                         www.michellehutchison.com.au 
 

 

    Weekly Spelling Sheet     Date: T2 Week 4         Name: 
    Focus: digraph /ur/ as in fur    sound ‘er’ 

Say the word,  
write the word 

 

Red Spelling Words     

fur f ur       
burn b ur n      
curl c ur l      
hurt h ur t      
turn t ur n      

burning b ur n i ng    
Orange Spelling Words 

burnt b ur n t     
turning t ur n i ng    
turned t ur n ed     
nurse n ur se      

church ch ur ch      
burst b ur s t     

Green Spelling Words 

hurtful h ur t f u l   
sturdy s t ur d y    

   Thursday Th ur s d ay    
suburb s u b ur b    
further f ur th er     

   furniture f ur n i t   ure   
                                                  BOB Words 

         

         

 



SMART Spelling                                                         www.michellehutchison.com.au 
 

 

    Weekly Spelling Practise Sheet Y2/3    Date: T2 Week 4    Name: 
    Focus: digraph /ur/ as in fur    sound ‘er’ 

Say the word,  
write the word 

Monday  
choose 8 words 

Tuesday 
Say and write 

Wednesday 
Say and write 

Thursday 
Say and write 

Red Spelling Words 

fur     
burn     
curl     
hurt     
turn     

burning     
Orange Spelling Words 

burnt     
turning     
turned     
nurse     

church     
burst     

Green Spelling Words 

hurtful     
sturdy     

Thursday     
suburb     
further     

furniture     
                                                  BOB Words 

     

     

 



Butterf lies

I think butterf lies are the best animal in the whole world. I like them

because they are beautiful and they have an amazing life cycle.

I like butterf lies because they have a life cycle that is different from

other animals. A butterf ly lays eggs on a leaf. One caterpillar hatches

from each egg and grows bigger and bigger until it spins a cocoon or

a chrysalis and then a beautiful butterf ly comes out. It's amazing!

I think butterf lies are beautiful. I love the pretty colours and different

patterns on their wings. My family saw a Ulysses butterf ly at

Mossman Gorge near Cairns. It had bright blue patterns on its

wings. It's the most magnificent animal I have ever seen.

There are so many different butterf lies to see in the world.

They change from a tiny grey egg into such a wonderful creature.

They just have to be my favourite animal.

My Favourite AnimalMy Favourite Animal



Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 4

Tuesday 5th May – Additional activity: Physical activity (Cosmic Yoga or The Body Coach TV [Kids Workouts To Do At Home] on YouTube)

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Questioning 

Materials needed: 
• Workbook
• Non-fiction (fact) reader

Mini-lesson: 
1. Review the questions poster you made

yesterday in your workbook.

Independent task: 
2. Pick a non-fiction text that you have not read.
3. Look at the front cover and pick which

question you would like to ask from the poster
you made yesterday.

4. Create a chart similar to this in your workbook.
5. As you read

your book,
stop to write
down
questions and
answers. If
your question
isn’t
answered in
the text, you
could do
some
independent
research after you have finished reading.

Topic: Rhetorical Questions 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 YouTube

Mini-lesson: 
1. A rhetorical question is a question that doesn’t

actually require an answer.

2. Watch ‘Rhetorical Questions’ together.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noBFVxBTV7Q

Independent task: 

3. Go back and read through your persuasive writing
from the last week.

4. Add in some rhetorical questions. Don’t add more
than 2 per writing piece.

5. Use things like:

 You agree with me, don’t you?
 Why should I?
 Why shouldn’t I have it?
 How can you do this to me?
 Can you imagine that?
 It’s not too much to ask, is it?

Topic: Addition 

Materials needed: 
 YouTube
 Workbook
 Coloured textas and pencils

Mini-lesson: 
1. Discuss with your child what they know about

addition. Talk with your child about the different
words that you and they know for the word
addition. E.g. add, plus, more than etc.

2. Please watch ‘Math Vocabulary Words for Addition
and Subtraction!’ from 0:00 to 2:00 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=960iC_pAwOQ

Independent Task: 
3. Students can then

create their own poster
about different addition
words. Example given:

Extension activity: 
4. Students write the

definition of addition
and complete addition
pre-test on Essential
Assessment.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=noBFVxBTV7Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=960iC_pAwOQ


Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 4

Wednesday 6th May – Additional activity: Wellbeing

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Inferring 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 Fiction reader

Mini-lesson: 
1. Inferring means that you use clues in the text to

figure out something the author hasn’t told you.
E.g. I knew the girl was sad because in the picture
she was crying and looking at the other children
playing.

2. Ask students
about this
picture. How
does the boy
feel? What about
his mother? How
do you know?

Independent task: 
3. Get your favourite fiction (made-up) book and

look at the pictures. How is the character feeling?
How can you tell? When you make an inference
about character’s feelings, write it in your
workbook. Aim to make at least 3 inferences.

Topic: Emotional language 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

Mini-lesson: 
1. Students can pick a seed they have already used or

a new one from their heart map.
2. They will be writing to you again today but this

time, trying to get an emotional reaction from
you. They are trying to make you feel sad for
them. How could they do this? What could they
say?

Independent task: 
3. Write a letter to your parents about one of the

items from your heart map.
4. You need to convince them that you desperately

need it.
5. You are going to do this by trying to make them

feel bad for you.
6. Write about how sad you will be if you do not get

this item. This is called using emotional language
and it is a persuasive writing technique. For
example:

I am begging you. Please! If I do not get 
a new dog I will forever be miserable 
and lonely. Imagine how much better our 
life would be with a dog. Can you 
imagine that? Without it though, we will 
lead the saddest of lives.

Topic: Addition 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 ‘Column Addition Practice’ worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
1. Talk with your child about how addition can be

written horizontally or vertically. And in addition,
it doesn’t matter which number goes on top.

2. Watch ‘Double-Digit Addition For Kids’: from 0:00 -
6:50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9sLfMrH8_w 
3. Complete the first 5 questions from ‘Column

Addition Practice (No Regrouping)’ worksheet
together.

Independent Task: 
4. Finish the rest of the worksheet independently.

Extension Activity: 
5. Try adding hundreds or thousands numbers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9sLfMrH8_w


Column Addition Practice (No Regrouping)

a. b. c. d. e.

2 1 3 4 1 6 2 3 3 4
+ 1 1 + 1 2 + 2 1 + 1 2 + 2 0

f. g. h. i. j.

1 6 1 5 2 0 3 2 2 4
+ 3 2 + 4 3 + 2 9 + 2 2 + 3 3

k. l. m. n. o.

3 6 2 6 4 7 2 4 4 9
+ 3 2 + 3 1 + 2 2 + 2 3 + 3 0

p. q. r. s. t.

4 6 1 1 7 3 5 5 3 2
+ 2 2 + 6 8 + 2 6 + 3 4 + 4 5

u. v. w. x. y.

8 4 7 4 5 7 2 1 2 5
+ 1 2 + 2 1 + 3 1 + 6 8 + 5 2

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 4



I Am an Amazing Person!
Read and finish the sentences in the balloons below.

I am a good 

friend because…

I am a 

good family 

member because…

I am a good team 

member because…

I am proud of 

myself 
when…

I am really good at…

My special talent is…

I have worked hard to improve…

I am a good 

citizen because…

I am thoughtful 
because I…

I am 
unique because…

visit twinkl.com



Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 4

Thursday 7th May – Additional activity: Art

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Inferring 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 YouTube

Mini-lesson: 
1. Review what inferences are: To infer means to

figure out something about a character that the
author hasn’t explicitly told you.

Independent task: 
2. Watch ‘Miss Craig reading Dragons Love Tacos by

Adam Rubin’ on YouTube:
https://tinyurl.com/y893tnrq

3. Look at the pictures and listen to the words. Pause
the video every time you have an inference.

4. Create a chart for all the inferences you made. E.g.

Making Inferences – Dragons Love Tacos 

Inference I made Evidence for my 

inference 

The boy likes 

dragons. 

He is telling us how to 

look after dragons 

and what they like. 

The dragons are 

actually having a 

party. 

The dragon was 

writing the date for 

the party on the 

calendar. 

5. Add more inferences yourself.

Topic: Drafting 

Mini-lesson: 
1. Review the lessons from the last fortnight and the

things we have learnt:
- Writing both simple and compound sentences.
- Using adjectives to describe the thing we need.
- Using rhetorical questions.
- Using emotional language to persuade others.

Independent Task: 
2. Today you need to pick an item from your heart

map. It can be one you have already done or a
new one.

3. Today when you write you must include these
things.

1. At least 3 reasons why you think you need
this object.

2. A variety of simple and compound
sentences.

3. At least 3 adjectives that you have used to
describe your item.

4. 1 rhetorical question.
5. Some emotional language. How were you

trying to make the reader feel sad for you?
4. Tomorrow’s lesson will be about showing how you

have demonstrated all of the above.

Topic: Addition 

Materials needed: 
 Workbook
 ‘Column Addition Practice (With Regrouping)’

worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
1. To demonstrate regrouping (you might know it as

“carrying”), watch ‘Double-Digit Addition For Kids’
from  6:50 - 15:32

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9sLfMrH8_w 
2. Complete first 5 questions from ‘Column Addition

Practice (With Regrouping)’ together.

Independent Task: 
3. Finish the rest of the worksheet independently.

Extension Activity: 
4. Try adding hundreds or thousands numbers:

https://tinyurl.com/y893tnrq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9sLfMrH8_w


Column Addition Practice (With Regrouping)

a. b. c. d. e.

2 8 1 8 1 9 2 6 1 7
+ 1 3 + 1 6 + 3 5 + 1 6 + 3 8

f. g. h. i. j.

1 6 2 4 4 5 3 8 4 9
+ 2 5 + 2 8 + 1 5 + 3 6 + 2 6

k. l. m. n. o.

7 5 5 7 3 5 5 6 4 8
+ 1 9 + 2 8 + 4 7 + 3 6 + 3 3

p. q. r. s. t.

6 2 2 6 5 7 5 9 3 7
+ 2 9 + 6 8 + 2 6 + 2 6 + 5 9

u. v. w. x. y.

7 7 6 3 5 6 8 6 7 5
+ 3 7 + 3 8 + 9 5 + 3 6 + 6 9

visit twinkl.comPage 3 of 4



Art 

Week 4 

P-6 
 
Title:   Leaf Art - Rubbings 
               
Equipment:                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Leaves                                                                                                                                                                           
Paper                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Crayons are probably best. You could try pastels or colouring pencils.                                                                                                                                                 
Watercolour paints if you have them. 
 
Link/Instructions:  
Collect different shaped leaves. How many different ones can you find? 
Place some newspaper on the table. 
Choose a leaf and place it front side down so that the veins are facing up toward you. 
Put a piece of white paper on top of the leaf. You will be able to feel the leaf under your paper.  
Choose your colour and begin rubbing it gently backwards and forwards across the place where the leaf is. 
Try and keep your shading going in the same direction. 
Handy Hints.  
Crayons - use flat on their side or hold at a low angle to the paper.  
Pencils - use the side of the pencil and hold at a low angle to the paper.  
Pastels -  use flat on side 
 
Practise and experiment to work out the best way to get a clear leaf image. 
When you are happy with the way your leaves are coming out, get another piece of paper and fill it with lots of different shapes and colourful leaf images.  
Make you picture even more interesting. You could try overlapping some parts of the leaves.  You could have some leaves partly off the page. 
You could add watercolours. Have fun!                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 
 
 
 

 



Nathalia Primary School - Grade 2/3 Remote Learning Planner 

Week 4

Friday 8th May – Additional activity: Science

Reading Writing Maths
Topic: Inferring 

Materials needed: 

 Workbook

 YouTube

Mini-lesson: 
1. Review what inferences are: To infer means to

figure out something about a character that the
author hasn’t explicitly told you.

Independent task: 
2. Watch ‘Miss Craig reading Farmer John's Tractor

by Sally Sutton’ on YouTube:
https://tinyurl.com/yal3wmcp

3. Look at the pictures and listen to the words. Pause
the video every time you have an inference.

4. Create a chart for all the inferences you made like:

Making Inferences – Farmer Johns Tractor 

Inference I made Evidence for my 

inference 

The truck is 

struggling to get 

the car out. 

Its wheels are spinning 

in the mud. 

The girls are 

scared. 

They are hugging 

each other and 

sobbing. 

5. Add more inferences yourself.

Topic: Editing 

Materials: 

 Workbook

Mini-lesson: 
1. Read through the student’s writing piece from the

day before.
2. Help them edit it for capital letters and

punctuation (. ? !)
3. Is it neat? Do they need to rewrite it as a good

copy?

Independent task: 
4. Read back through your work and underline the

following:
1. Underline one simple sentence in

green.
2. Underline one compound sentence in

red.
3. Underline your adjectives (describing

words) in purple.
4. Underline your rhetorical question in

orange.
5. Underline anything you think is

emotional language in blue.
5. If you do not have all of these items, go back

through and add them into your writing.
6. Look at ‘Persuasive Writing – Bike’ as an example.
7. Add in any extra sentences or details that you

think will make your writing piece better.

Topic: Addition 

Materials needed: 
 Workbook
 ‘3-Digit Column Addition (With Regrouping)’

worksheet

Mini-lesson: 
1. Re-watch Double-Digit Addition For Kids’ video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9sLfMrH8_w
2. Pause the video before they solve each question

and see if you get the answer right.
3. Answer the first 5 questions from ‘Adding Two 3-

Digit Numbers - With Carrying’ together.

Independent Task: 
4. Attempt to finish ‘Adding Two 3-Digit Numbers -

With Carrying' worksheet.

Extension Activity: 
5. Addition and Subtraction post-test on Essential

Assessment.

https://tinyurl.com/yal3wmcp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9sLfMrH8_w


Persuasive Writing - Bike 
 
I deserve a new bike because I am always on 
my best behaviour. I never disobey you. I am a 
very good girl. 
 

I really think I need a new bike. I would like it 
to be shiny and red. A fast bike that I could 
ride around on all day. I think I deserve a cool 
bike. 

 

I am begging you. Please! If I do not get a new 
bike I will forever be miserable and lonely. 
Imagine how much better my life would be 
with a new bike. Can you imagine that? 
Without it though, I will be so sad. 

 

 
 





  Prep – Grade 6  SCIENCE Term 2 Week 4 - Friday 8th May  
Simple machines. How we use simple machines at home. The children can work independently or as a group to do the tasks.

Steps: 
1. Complete the attached worksheet.
2. Look at the pictures and watch the videos listed in the ideas section.
3. Design and make your chosen thing. (You can make it any way you want to, using the materials you have at

home) 
4. Take photos of you making the activity:

For example: Making a marble track, testing your ramp or see-saw.
5. Test your design? Did it work? Did you need to alter it?
6. Write a report about what you have learnt today:

What did you do? How did you test it? What worked? What would you change? What is an inclined plane?
Expectations: Prep/Ones: at least one sentence. Two/Threes/ Fours: at least one paragraph. Five/Sixes: Two or
more paragraphs.  Preps: a parent can scribe for them.

7. Send your work to your teacher.

Activity 1: worksheet 
Look for examples of simple machines around the house to add to the 
worksheet. 

ACTIVITY 2: Inclined Planes 
Choose one of the following things to make.  
Look at the pictures and watch the video clips to help you get ideas. 
• Make a slide
• Make a ramp for a match box car
• Make a track for a marble.
• Make a seesaw for your toys.

IDEAS

 Marble track.    

https://tinyurl.com/yasuna8g 

 See saw 

Origami slide: 
https://tinyurl.com/z4pc3z7 

https://tinyurl.com/yasuna8g
https://tinyurl.com/z4pc3z7
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